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stru tures in non- ommutative geometry

\Non- ommutative geometry" is a term with many meanings. I
am following the re ent usage, whi h equates non- ommutative geometry with
"geometry of triangulated ategories" { one attempts to treat a triangulated
ategory, or maybe a DG or an A1 - ategory, as a geometri obje t with all
that it entails. The desire to do so omes originally from physi s, where interesting A1 - ategories su h as the Fukaya ategory appear in the ontext of
topologi al eld theories.
Mathemati ally, main motivation omes from the usual algebrai geometry,
where one attempts to extra t information about an algebrai variety X from its
derived ategory Db (X ) of oherent sheaves. When passing from X to Db (X ),
some information is ertainly lost { di erent varieties an have equivalent derived ategories. What is surprising is how mu h an be re overed. Here are
some the invariants of X whi h are ompletely determined by Db (X ) (or rather,
its A1 -version):
1. algebrai K -theory K  (X ),
2. di erential forms iX { these orrespond to Ho hs hild homology lasses
of Db (X ),
 (X ) { this orresponds to periodi
3. de Rham ohomology HDR
y li hob
mology of D (X ).
It is expe ted that mu h more is true: loosely speaking, all the "motivi " stru 
tures whi h exits on the de Rham ohomology HDR
should also exist on the
periodi y li homology of a ni e enough A1 - ategory C .
In the talk, I will present a re ent dis overy in this dire tion: it turns out
that for a ni e enough A1 - ategory C de ned over a nite eld k, or over Witt
ve tors W (k), the periodi y li homology HP (C ) arries a natural a tion of
the Frobenius map, and moreover, has a stru ture of a \ ltered Diedonne module" of Fontaine-Lafaille { the p-analog analog of a mixed Hodge stru ture. This
allows, among other things, to prove a Hodge-to-de Rham degeneration result
for C using the well-known method of Deligne and Illusie. I will also dis uss
the relation with the notion of syntomi ohomology, and present a p-adi nonommutative version of the Beilinson onje ture and the regulator map.
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